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Abstract
In this paper, we will present concepts that are vital for the 
demonstration of the vertically integrated Radio over fiber 
networks. The goal for the Third Generation (3G) of mobile 
communications system is to seamlessly integrate a wide variety 
of communication services. One of the most promising approaches 
to 3G is to combine a Wideband Code Division Multiple Access 
(WCDMA) air interface with Radio over fiber. In this paper we 
investigate the Bit Error Rate (BER) of radio over fiber technology. 
The evaluation of the performance of WCDMA RoF is linked to 
the fiber length to a great extent. In this paper the relation of fiber 
length with BER is discussed.
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I. Introduction
Third Generation cellular systems are being designed to support 
wideband services like high speed Internet access, video and 
high quality image transmission with the same quality as the 
fixed networks. Research efforts have been underway for more 
than a decade to introduce multimedia capabilities into mobile 
communications. Different standard agencies and governing 
bodies are trying to integrate a wide variety of proposals for third 
generation cellular systems. Wideband Code Division Multiple 
Access (WCDMA) air interface can now is regarded as a mature 
technology ready to provide the basis for the third generation 
wireless personal communication systems, known as "Universal 
Mobile Telecommunication Systems" (UMTS). These systems 
will make extensive use of microcells and Pico cells in order to 
deliver high bandwidth services to customers. WCDMA is also 
known as third generation systems. The systems are designed for 
multimedia communication can be enhanced with high quality 
images and video and access to information and services on public 
and private networks will be enhanced by the higher data rates 
and new flexible communication capabilities of third generation 
systems. In the standardization forum, WCDMA technology has 
emerged as the most widely adopted third generation air interface. 
Its specification has been created in 3GPP (The 3rd Generation 
Partnership Project), which is the joint standardization project of 
the standardization bodies from Europe, Japan, Korea, the USA 
and China. Within 3GPP, WCDMA is called UTRA (Universal 
Terrestrial Radio Access), FDD (Frequency Division Duplex) and 
TDD (Time Division Duplex). The name of WCDMA being used 
to cover both FDD and TDD operation.
In RF-over-Fiber architecture, a data-carrying RF (Radio 
Frequency) signal with a high frequency (usually greater 
than 10 GHz) is imposed on a light wave signal before being 
transported over the optical link. Therefore, wireless signals are 
optically distributed to base stations directly at high frequencies 
and converted to from optical to electrical domain at the base 
stations before being amplified and radiated by an antenna. As a 
result, no frequency up/down conversion is required at the various 
base station, thereby resulting in simple and rather cost-effective 
implementation is enabled at the base stations. Fiber Optics are 

designed to handle gigabits speeds which means they will be 
able to handle speeds offered by future generations of networks 
for years to come. RoF technology is also protocol and bit-rate 
transparent, hence, can be employed to use any current and future 
technologies.

II. Fiber
Fiber-a kind of long and thin optical waveguides which can be 
bent to some degree. The capacity of fibers for data transmission 
is huge: a single silica fiber can carry hundreds of thousands of 
telephone channels, utilizing only a small part of the theoretical 
capacity. The losses for light propagating in fibers are amazingly 
small: ˜?0.2 dB/km for modern single mode silica fibers, so that 
many tens of kilometers can be bridged without amplifying the 
signals.

Fig. 1: Block Diagram for Fiber

A large number of channels can be re- amplified in a single fiber 
amplifier if required for very large transmission distances. Due 
to the huge transmission rate achievable, the cost per transported 
bit can be extremely low. 
Compared with electrical cables, fiber-optic cables are very 
lightweight, so that the cost of laying a fiber-optic cable can be 
Fiber-optic cables are immune to problems that arise with electrical 
cables, such as ground loops or Electro Magnetic Interference 
(EMI).Within the last 30 years, the transmission capacity of 
optical fibers has been increased enormously. The rise in available 
transmission bandwidth per fiber is even significantly faster than 
e.g. the increase in storage capacity of electronic memory chips, 
or in the increase in computation power of microprocessors.
The transmission capacity of a fiber depends on the fiber length. 
The longer a fiber is, the more detrimental certain effects such 
intermodal or chromatic dispersion are, and the lower is the 
achievable transmission rate. For short distances of a few hundred 
meters or less (e.g. within storage area networks), it is often more 
convenient to utilize multimode fibers, as these are cheaper to 
install (for example, due to their large core areas, they are easier 
to splice). Depending on the transmitter technology and fiber 
length, they achieve data rates between a few hundred Mbit/s 
and ≈ 10 Gbit/s.
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Single-mode fibers are typically used for longer distances of a 
few kilometers or more. Current commercial telecom systems 
typically transmit 2.5 or 10 Gbit/s per data channel over distances 
of ten kilometers or more. Future systems may use higher data 
rates per channel of 40 or even 160 Gbit/s, but currently the 
required total capacity is usually obtained by transmitting many 
channels with slightly different wavelengths through fibers; this 
is called Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM). Total data 
rates can be several terabits per second, sufficient for transmitting 
many millions of telephone channels simultaneously. Even this 
capacity does not reach by far the physical limit of an optical 
fiber. In addition, note that a fiber-optic cable can contain multiple 
fibers. In conclusion, there should be no concern that technical 
limitations to fiber-optic data transmission could become severe 
in the foreseeable future. On the contrary, the fact that data 
transmission capacities can evolve faster than e.g. data storage 
and computational power, has inspired some people to predict 
that any transmission limitations will soon become obsolete, and 
large computation and storage facilities within high-capacity 
data networks will be extensively used, in a similar way as it 
has become common to use electrical power from many power 
stations within a large power grid. Such developments may be 
more severely limited by software and security issues than by the 
limitations of data transmission

III. PSK
Phase shift keying is another form of angle modulated, constant 
amplitude digital modulation. Psk is an M-ary digital modulation 
scheme. 32 psk is an M-ary encoding technique where M=32; 
there are 32 different output phases possible. With 32-psk five 
bits are combined, producing 32 different output phases. With 
32 PSK , n=5 and M=32; therefore, the minimum bandwidth and 
baud equal one –fifth the bit rate(fb/5).

IV.  Performance Measures
The right choice of the performance evaluation criteria for the 
characterization of optical transmission links represents one of the 
key issues for an effective design of future long-haul optical systems. 
The evaluation criteria should provide a precise determination and 
separation of dominant system limitations, making them crucial 
for the suppression of propagation disturbances and a performance 
improvement. The most widely used performance measures for 
performance evaluation are the BER and eye opening.

A. BER
In digital transmission the number of bit errors is the number of 
received bits of a data stream over a communication that have been 
altered due to noise, interference distortion bit or synchronization 
errors. The BER can be estimated from following Equation. The 
BER gives the upper limit for the signal because some degradation 
occurs at the receiver end.
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The bit error rate or Bit Error Ratio (BER) is the number of bit 
errors divided by the total number of transferred bits during a 
studied time interval. BER is a unit less performance measure, 
often expressed as a percentage.
The bit error probability pe is the expectation value of the BER. 
The BER can be considered as an approximate estimate of the bit 
error probability. This estimate is accurate for a long time interval 

and a high number of bit errors. In a communication system, the 
receiver side BER may be affected by transmission channel noise 
interference, distortion, bit synchronization problems, attenuation, 
wireless multipath fading, etc.
In a noisy channel, the BER is often expressed as a function of the 
normalized carrier-to-noise ratio measure denoted Eb/N0, (energy 
per bit to noise power spectral density ratio), or Es/N0 (energy 
per modulation symbol to noise spectral density).

B. Eye Diagram
The Discrete-Time Eye Diagram Scope block displays multiple 
traces of a modulated signal to produce an eye diagram. In 
telecommunication, an eye pattern, also known as an eye diagram, 
is an oscilloscope display in which a digital data signal from a 
receiver is repetitively sampled and applied to the vertical input, 
while the data rate is used to trigger the horizontal sweep. It is so 
called because, for several types of coding, the pattern looks like 
a series of eyes between a pair of rails.
Several system performance measures can be derived by analyzing 
the display. If the signals are too long, too short, poorly synchronized 
with the system clock, too high, too low, too noisy, or too slow to 
change, or have too much undershoot or overshoot, this can be 
observed from the eye diagram. An open eye pattern corresponds 
to minimal signal distortion. Distortion of the signal waveform 
due to intersymbol interference and noise appears as closure of 
the eye diagram.

C. Signal Trajectory
The Discrete-Time Signal Trajectory Scope displays the trajectory 
of a modulated signal in its signal space by plotting its in-phase 
component versus its quadrature component. The Discrete-Time 
Signal Trajectory Scope block has one input port. The input signal 
must be complex. The block accepts signal of type double, single, 
base integer, and fixed-point for input, but will cast it as double. 
The input signal must be a sample-based scalar in sample-based 
mode. The input must be a frame-based column vector or a scalar 
in frame-based mode.

D. Scatter Plot
The Discrete-Time Scatter Plot Scope block displays scatter plots 
of a modulated signal, to reveal the modulation characteristics, 
such as pulse shaping or channel distortions of the signal. The 
Discrete-Time Scatter Plot Scope block has one input port.

E. Relation of Fiber Length & BER
As the fiber length increases the average BER also increase. This 
is expected because as the fiber length increases signal attenuation 
in the fiber increases and this decreases the signal noise ratio in 
the RoF link. 

V. System Description and Results
In this system we will use matlab Simulink. Fig. 2, shows the 
Matlab simulation model of the 32 PSK using RoF. Performance 
of 32 PSK using RoF is measured. Eye diagram, signal trajectory, 
scatter plot and BER graph 32 PSK using RoF for different fiber 
lengths is evaluated.
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A. 32 PSK Digital Modulation Technique using RoF
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Fig. 2: Matlab Simulink Block Diagram for 32 PSK using RoF

Table 1: for 32 PSK Modulation Format
S.NO. Fiber   Length BER  Value
1. 200m 1.234
2. 2000m 1.552
3. 4000m 2.462
4. 6000m 4.915
5. 8000m 6.188
6. 10000m 9.824

Fig. 3:

Fig. 4: Eye Diagram for 32 PSK

Fig. 5: Signal Trajectory Scope for 32 PSK

Fig. 6: Scatter Plot Scope for 32 PSK
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Fig. 7: BER Graph for 32 PSK with 200m Fiber Length

Fig. 8: BER Graph for 32 PSK with 2000m Fiber Length

Fig. 9: BER Graph for 32 PSK with 4000m Fiber Length

Fig. 10: BER Graph for 32 PSK with 6000m Fiber Length

Fig. 11: BER Graph for 32 PSK with 8000m Fiber Length

Fig. 12: BER Graph for 32 PSK with 10000m Fiber Length

VI. Conclusion
In this paper, the performance evaluation of 32 PSK digital 
modulation technique using RoF have been carried out. The results 
have been reported for 32 PSK using RoF.  Eye diagram, signal 
trajectory, scatter plot and BER graph of 32 PSK using RoF for 
different fiber lengths has been reported.
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